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Based on the award-winning Disney/Pixar animated film Finding Nemo, this 96-page coloring book

is perfect for boys and girls ages 3-7 and features over 50 stickers!
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If your little one loves Finding Nemo then they will enjoy this coloring/sticker book! Our little

grandson absolutely loves Nemo and when looking for Easter gifts of course anything Nemo was on

the list. He is just starting to use crayons so this book was a good start for his obsession with Nemo

and learning to color. He is also very fond of stickers and while I did worry about how small the

stickers were, that came with the book, he hasn't tried even once to eat one, he's too busy

stickering himself and everyone else, lol. I didn't mind at all that there wasn't a specific place in the

book for each sticker as I feel this leaves it to the child's imagination, therefore, there is no wrong

place to add a colorful sticker. Kids can use the stickers either on the pages or anywhere they are

allowed to place a sticker! I thought the illustrations were a good depiction of the movie and our little

one recognized each character. Overall, I am very happy with the coloring book and you really can't

beat the price and I looked around at a lot of places that wanted way more for just a generic coloring

book. Our little guy loves the book and that's all that mattered! I was not provided a discount or

sample of the product for my honest unbiased review. Good or bad, my opinions are from my own



experiences with the product and may not always be the same as another person however they are

never influenced in any way.

We bought this coloring book for our daughter because it has a lot of pages, stickers and it's

inexpensive. Unfortunately the illustrations are very different from the images in the movie. The

characters are stylized and sometimes hard to recognize when compared to their counterparts, and

many times the scenes are sparse in detail. Some scenes have lots of background characters and

objects, while other times one small character is all that takes up a page. The sticker page is a nice

bonus but the stickers themselves lose their adhesive abilities after one use. Overall it's very

average in quality, and the only reason I'm making it four stars instead of three is the low cost.

What a great little coloring book. It's not overly large, just the right size for younger kids to color in.

The drawings are cute and are the cartoon nemo pictures. The bonus for my little one was the

stickers. Super cute and great quality. This is a good buy.

This was listed as a sticker book but it is actually a coloring book. There are a few stickers in it. The

book says there are 50 of them but have no actual page for them. It's a nice coloring book but I

wanted a sticker book and didn't get it.

Great pictures to color (the cartoony versions, not the movie), some elaborate, some simple with

just a character, little activities throughout, and tons of pages. My toddler loves to bring coloring

books to me to "read" to her, and this actually has a story in it as well so I'm not left making one up

like all the others :) Bonus with 50 sticker sheet! (stickers are the movie version).

Pixar animation is a bit odd since each movie has two versions of the characters: the computer

animated look that we're all familiar with, and the flatter, more cartoony versions for books and

some merchandise. This book has the cartoony, goofier versions of all the characters, not the movie

images. The pictures are still lots of fun to color, but don't expect the cover to represent the pictures

inside.The stickers are true to the movie animation though!

The coloring pages also work for watercolor paints for my toddler, and although there will never be

enough Nemo stickers for her, she had a great time putting them all onto one page.



I bought these for my son's 3rd birthday to give as party favors for the kiddos. They went over well

and it fit our Nemo theme! Great for the price since it includes stickers too :)
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